
 

  

 

CHROMAPADS - Light Edition 
 

 

Thank you for downloading CHROMAPADS_Light Edition! 

This Light Edition compiles 12 pad voices taken from the 10 modules of CHROMAPADS: 

- warm pad (from the Synth Pad module): perfect soft pad with tons of warmth, based on Moog Minitaur 
samples re-processed on a Blofeld 

- Saw Dance (from the Synth Pad module): massive supersaw pad with lots of stereo movement, recorded on 
the Waldorf Blofeld 

- Fatman (from the Polystrings module): chunky and fat analog pad, recorded on a Roland SE-02 

- Horns (from the Retro Organs module): A soft organ brass sound, slow vibrato, recorded on a vintage Solista 
Organ 

- StringsVinyl (from the Vintage Pads module): lively rich strings with an organic layer of vinyl dirt 

- Gregorian (from the Vox Pads module): An airy and retro choir pad, based on Roland U220 samples 
re-processed on a Blofeld 

- Wind1 (from the Acoustic Pads module): Rich stereo Whirly Tube, recorded with a binaural microphone setup 
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- Glass1 (from the Acoustic Pads module): Wide and lively singing glass pad, recorded with a binaural 
microphone setup 

- Water: (from the Textures module): A strong textured synth pad created using FM synthesis 

- PlanetB: (from the FM Pads module): recorded from an Elektron Digitone 

- Life: (from the 80s Synths module): A string pad with nice movement and filter, recorded from a Roland D50 

- OBkeys: (from the Oberheim Pads module): a rich Electric Piano pad, recorded from the DSI OB6 

 

The 12 voices are combined in a single nki patch, offering the same interface, functions, 
and effects available in each module of Chromapads. 

For more information about the user interface, the effects, functions and samples, please 
read the included User Manual. 

 

!!! If you own CHROMAPADS and would like to combine the two editions, here is a 
step-by-step guide: 

 

1. copy all Light Edition instruments (all 7 nki and nkm files) into the main Chromapads 
‘INSTRUMENTS’ folder. 

2. replace the main Chromapads ‘RESOURCES’ folder with the one from the light edition 

3- copy the light edition folder named ‘Chromapads_LE Samples’ and paste it in the main 
CHROMAPADS folder, next to the 3 other folders (INSTRUMENTS, Pad Samples, RESOURCES) 

That’s it, you can now delete the empty Light Edition folder, and you should be able to access and load all 
patches from the main INSTRUMENT folder. 

 

If you find a problem using the sample library, have questions or just want to get in touch, 
don’t hesitate to send an email to office@julientauban.com 

Thanks a lot for reading, I wish you lots of creativity, fun and inspiration with these Pads! 

Best regards, 

Julien Tauban  

www.loopsdelacreme.com 

www.julientauban.com 
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